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Abstract: 

Recently to deployment cloud services different users 

easily destitute and update their data in cloud storage 

and data integrity and protections in the cloud 

storage users in the group need to compute 

signatures number of blocks in destitute data and 

data changes take results number of users a secure 

different owner data sharing method for dynamic 

group in the cloud. Is proved AES encryption data 

number of cloud user is securely share data with 

different users. The storage overhead and encryption 

computation cost of the scheme is independent new 

users. We propose Panda many public auditing 

models for the integrity and destitute data with 

efficient user remove in the cloud In our model is 

used the idea of proxy re signatures once a user in 

the group is remove the cloud we have to take on data 

transmitted with secure manner and remove in cloud 

in open stack model with different techniques. 

 

Index Terms: integrity, Efficiency, user revocation, 

re-sign. Public auditing, shared data, user revocation 

cloud computing 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the emerging cloud-computing 

paradigm is rapidly gaining momentum as an 

alternative to traditional Information technology. 

Cloud storage, an important service of cloud 

computing, allows users to move data from their local 

storage systems to the cloud and enjoy the on-demand 

high quality cloud services.[1] For data storage and 

sharing services like Google Drive and Drop box 

provided by cloud, people can easily shared data and 

work together in group. Once a user creates shared 

data in cloud, every user in the group is able to not 

only access data but also modify shared data number 

of cloud users promise different secure and reliable 

locations to the users the integrity of data in the cloud 

is compromised take the existence of hardware and 

software faults and human errors[2] First finding 

security is most significant object and  deployment of 

cloud computing. Different guarantee of identity 

security users is unwilling to join in cloud computing 

model in real identities could is finding to cloud users 

and attackers. 

 

The main Objective of providing a two levels of 

security is a unique and an esoteric study of 

implementation of an extremely secured system, 

employing 2 levels of security[3]. 

Level 1: Level 1 security provides a simple text based 

Password. 
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Level 2: After the successful entry of the above level, 

the Level 2 Security System will then generate a one-

time numeric password that would be valid just for that 

login session. The authentic user will be informed of 

this one time password on his e-mail. 

 

Private cloud is cloud structures uses to solve  for a 

single department win  managed internally a third-

party and hosted internally.[4] Undertaking a private 

cloud project model different level and degree of 

enhance to virtualizes the business resources and it 

will require the organization to reevaluate decisions 

about backend resources. it is right[5] to positive 

impact on a business in every one of the steps of 

security model is addressed in order to remove serious 

vulnerabilities. Some attracted criticism because users 

take build and manage them and thus do not benefit 

and manage essentially the economic model in the 

cloud computing such an intriguing concept In SAAS 

service is being used in series oriented. 

 
 

RELATED WORK 

S. Kumara [9] proposed protections for customers to 

save and destitute his own sensitive data in the 

cryptographic cloud storage. It users a basic encryption 

and decryption is provides the security remove 

operation and security results is cryptographic access 

control system. To changes the remote process in 

present different efficient revocation models which is 

efficient secure, and insufficient models [6] in original 

data is first divided into a number of slices and the 

published to the cloud storage .the remove operations 

in the data owner uses only to retrieve one data and re-

encrypt and re-publish it the revocation process is 

accelerated by affecting only one slice instead own 

data to applied the efficient revocation model to the 

cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption based 

cryptographic cloud storage The security analysis take 

in the scheme is computationally secure [7] 

 

D. Boney.[4] take Hierarchical Identity Based 

Encryption (HIBE) system in the cipher text model of 

just three group parameters and security requires take 

two bilinear map models regardless of the hierarchy 

depth. Encryption is as efficient and new HIBE 

systems is used  They prove the scheme take-ID secure 

in the standard model and total secure in the random 

oracle model.[8] The system has a number of 

applications: it gives very efficient forward secure 

public key and identity based cryptosystems it converts 

the NNL broadcast encryption system into an efficient 

public key broadcast system The system to take the 

limited delegation in users is given restricted security 

keys is allow delegation to bounded depth The HIBE 

system is changed to support sub systems size security 

keys at the cost of different cipher text expansion. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

Security and integrity of data in the cloud locations a 

number of models is proposed a signature is attached 

to every block in data and data integrity is data relies 

on the correctness in the signatures One of the most 

significant and same features model is to take a 

public[9] verifier to efficiently check data integrity in 

the cloud downloading the entire data take public 

auditing This public users in could be a client different 

to utilize cloud data for particular purposes [10] third 

party auditor (TPA) new users verification services on 

data integrity to users Most of the existing works take 

auditing data integrity of personal data. The backend 

system the file uploaded in cloud new user in each 

time of upload data integrity and destitute data is 

possible in backend system the cloud is different 

trusted domain with each user in the group out 

comming every users security key to the cloud to 

introduce significant security model. [5]. the number 

of re signed blocks is different privies users to access 

their data destitutions services users in the cloud with 

locations limited devices. 
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Group Signature 

The concept of group signatures is first take [15] by 

Chaum and van Heyst. In general a group signature 

model to allows different member of the group to sign 

messages the identity security from cloud the 

designated group manager is reveal the identity of the 

signature  is take and traceability a variant of the short 

group signature model [12] is  used to errors access 

control as it supports efficient membership 

verifications. 

 

Dynamic Broadcast Encryption 

Network security [16] model a broadcaster to transmit 

security data to number of users only subset of new 

users can decrypt the data. Besides the characteristics 

dynamic broadcast security take in the group manager 

to dynamically include new members while preserving 

previously new  data user decryption keys is 

recomputed the cipher texts model is unchanged and 

the group encryption key requires changes The first 

formal taken construction of dynamic broadcast 

encryption is introduced based on the bilinear pairing 

model is [14] used the basis for file destitute in 

dynamic group 

 
 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our Proposed system is verifiers to finding 

incorrectness of shared data in order to save the 

reputation of data services and remove losing memory 

on its data we assume there is no collusion among the 

cloud and number of user during the design of our 

model. the incorrectness of destitute data in semi 

trusted model is introduced hardware and software 

faults and human errors is finding in the cloud  take 

number of factors[11] users is not trust the cloud with 

the integrity and destitute data Secure resources to 

protect their resources against insufficient users  access 

control model. So to increasing security and text based 

passwords is counter such problems the instant 

messaging service in internet user is obtained the One 

Time Password (OTP) and image authentication. This 

OTP then is used in new user to access the personal 

accounts. [12]one time password to achieve high level 

of security in authenticating the user over the interne 

Generally, as the creator of shared data, the original 

user acts as the group manager and is able to revoke 

users on behalf of the group. Once a user is revoked, 

the signatures computed by this revoked user become 

invalid to the group, and the blocks that were 

previously signed by this revoked user should be re-

signed by an existing user’s private key[13] 

 
 

Admin or Group Owner 

1. Group Creation Groups are creating by admin A 

company take its staffs in the same group department 

to save and destitute files in the cloud some member in 

a group is abile to fully enjoy the data storing and 

destitute services is provide in the cloud 

 

2. User Registration 

The users registration with identity ID, the group 

manager take selects a number of ides and generate 

security key. the group manager adds into the group 

user list is used in the traceability phase [14] 

3. Group Access  

Control When a data dispute occurs, the tracing 

operation is performed by the group manager to 

identify the real identity of the data owner. The 
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employed group signature scheme can be regarded as a 

variant of the short group signature, 

 

4. File Deletion 

File stored in the cloud is finding either the group 

manager and the data owner To find a file ID data the 

group manager computes security ID and sends the 

signature in ID data to the cloud. 

 

5. Revoke User 

User revoke the results  in the group manager in a 

public take data revocation list RL is  based on the 

group members security data files and ids the 

confidentiality against the revoked users The admin is 

only have permission for revoke user and eliminate 

revocation [15] 

 
 

Shamir Secret Sharing 

An (s, t)-Shamir Secret Sharing scheme (s 2t − 1), first 

proposed by Shamir, is able to divide a secret into s 

pieces in such a way that this secret can be easily 

recovered from any t pieces, while the knowledge of 

any t − 1 pieces reveals absolutely no information 

about this secret. The essential idea of an (s, t)-Shamir 

Secret Sharing scheme is that, a number of t points 

uniquely defines a t−1 degree polynomial. Suppose we 

have the following t – 1 degree polynomial  

f(x) = at−1xt−1 + · · · + a1x + a0,  

where at−1, ..., a1. Then, the secret is = a0, and each 

piece of this secret is actually a point of polynomial 

f(x), i.e. (xi, f(xi)), for 1 ≤ i ≤s. The secret can be 

recovered by any t points of this t−1 degree 

polynomial f(x) with Lagrange polynomial 

interpolation. Shamir Secret Sharing [7] is widely used 

in key management schemes and secure multi-party 

computation  

 
 

 
 

Viennese Cipher 

To security a table of alphabets is used to changed a 

tabula data Viennese square It take the alphabet 

written out 26 times in different rows each alphabet 

changes cyclically to the left compared to the existing 

alphabet corresponding to the 26 possible Caesar 

[16]ciphers. So different points in the encryption 

process [5], the cipher uses a different alphabet from 

one of the rows. 

 
 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

Dynamic capacity of few a promising models for 

reducing energy consumption in data centers privacy 

work in topic is addressed a key challenge the 
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heterogeneity of workloads and physical machines We 

first provide a characterization different workload and 

method of heterogeneity found in one of Google’s 

production compute clusters heterogeneity design 

framework is dynamically adjusts the number of 

models to strike a balance different energy savings and 

scheduling delay while considering the reconfiguration 

cost  

 
 

We propose Panda many public auditing models for 

the integrity of distubutes data with efficient user 

locations in the cloud. In our model is used to idea of 

proxy re-signatures once a user in the group is revoked 

which were signed by the revoked user with a re-

signing key Efficiency of user revocation can be 

significantly improved results user into a signature of 

an existing user[17] 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed a new model to destitute data with 

different user revocation in the cloud. The user in the 

group is eliminated and the semi-trusted cloud is re-

sign blocks that is signed by the revoked user with 

proxy re-signatures It take efficient user remove and 

new user joining is efficiently user revocation is 

achieved in public revocation list without modify  the 

security  keys of the balancing users and new users is 

directly decrypt files stored in the cloud after their 

participation. A new type security model is highly 

secure the semi trusted cloud to re-sign blocks the 

signed and revoked user with proxy re-signatures. 

Experimental results show that the cloud can improve 

the efficiency of user revocation. 

 

FURTHER WORK 

This system allows Blocking User account and There 

is need to Login with secret key in each time .There is 

need to we proposed it will provide strong security 

where we need to store and maintain crucial and 

confidential data secure. Such systems provide a 

secure channel of communication between the 

communicating entities. The ease of using 

&remembering images as a password also support the 

scope of these systems These New proxy re-signatures 

of cloud can improve the efficiency and integrity of 

user revocation 
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